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Agriculture & Indian Economy

• Agriculture is the mainstay of the Indian Economy. 
• Agriculture and Allied sectors contribute nearly 25 

per cent of Gross Domestic Production (GDP) and 
India aims to enhance this share upto 50% by 
Planned Actions (Five Year Plans)

• About 65-70 per cent of Indian population is 
dependent on agriculture for their livelihood. 

• The agricultural output, however, depends on 
monsoons (seasonal rainfall); nearly 60 per cent of 
area sown is dependent on timely rainfall. 



Arable land & India’s agriculture

• About 50% of country’s geographic area is arable.

• NSA grew from 118.75 million hectares in 1950-51 to 141.1 million hectares

• On an average, the 40% irrigated area contributes 60% of food production.

• A steady and changing cropping pattern is seen. The relative share of 
foodgrains had come down to 65 per cent during 2000-01 (which was 76.7 per 
around1950. A further shift for cash crops in the past decade is discernible.

• The preponderance in gross cropped area to food grains as compared to non-
foodgrains even now, indicates the propensity for (first) meeting consumption 
needs by farming communities with small holdings.



Role of water in agricultural production

44 % from
Un-Irrigated
95 m.t)

56% from 
irrigated
(120 m.t)

Presently, about 56% of agricultural production from Irrigated agriculture ensures India’s Food 
Security (The balance 44% from rainfed is crucial for price stability and food security. (since it 
has a higher risk associated due to rainfall vagaries,  poor monsoon years can pose threat to 
food security).



IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENTIRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

In 1951

16%

In 2002

67%

Potential Created as % of Ultimate Irrigation Potential
(140 Million Hectares)

There is still a fair scope to develop the available potential, using
surface waters for irrigated agriculture; A target of 10 million ha was set in a National Action
Plan titled ‘Bharat Nirman’.



Ultimate Potential for 
Irrigated Agriculture in India

Surface Water 75.90     (54 %)
Ground Water 64.05     (46 %)
Total                139.95 m.ha

Major & Medium
58.5 m ha by S.W

Minor 64 m ha
G.W

Minor 17.4 m ha
by S.W
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How Planned Development moved India up in the 
ladder to be self sufficient in food
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Doubling Food Production by 2050?

Year Population 
in billion

Requirements in 
million tonnes

2000 1.025 200

2025 1.3-1.6 300- 350

2050 1.5 to 1.8 450-500



Rainfall Pattern
In India – Spatial 
Distribution

Achieving Food Sufficiency 
in a challenging Setting:
Rainfall varies from 100mm in west to 
11000mm in East
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Temporal  variation of rainfall too dictates the need for 
Creation of Storage in Asian monsoonic  environment



Agriculture Domestic Industry Evaporation losses

83 %

5 %

40-80% depending on efficiency of 
surface or GW irrigation systems

3.8 %2.7 %

Water Withdrawal

Water Consumption

Sectoral Share of 
Water  in India (2000)

7%
5%

Agricultural Water Drawal are considerable



• The Recent Case Study of a Major Irrigation 
Project in India, Bhakra Nangal had  re-
asserted the positive impacts of the large dam 
associated sizeable irrigation development in 
Punjab, Haryana and Rajasthan.  The areas 
served had numerous small holdings 
benefitting a large number of beneficiaries 
and rural population



Report - World Bank 2005





How Irrigation impacts poverty reduction 
in India : 
And Thanks to Green Revolution and Irrigated 
Agriculture: livelihood opportunities to rural poor 
touched all categories





Some similar trend is seen in South Asia: 
India, a larger partner in SA Agriculture!

Source: World Bank Presentation on SSA :IJS Brand De Jong 



India needs more action: 
Still a long way to catch up!

Country Grain Milk Veget. / oils

USA 1046 78 41

EU 552 69 46

India 178 36 11

China 291 11 18

Beef Poultry Pork

USA 42.6 45.4 29.7

EU 17.5 16.2 42.6

India 1.6 1.9 Negligible

China 5.9 8.3 35.3

Pattern of Consumption of Major Food Items (kg /capita/ year)



The future: New Challenges for Doubling Food The future: New Challenges for Doubling Food 
Production & be a self sufficient  IndiaProduction & be a self sufficient  India

• Coping strategy:  Storage, Storage and Storage 
{blue, green & virtual}
– Need for additional blue water storage (Dams)

– Enhance Soil Moisture and augment water 
harvests (green water storage)

– Grain Storage (larger buffer stock – virtual water)

• Prudential Ground Water Handling (Recharging 
and further Development): However, energy 
needs are substantial)



Report on India by World Bank 2005 

Days of average flow which reservoirs in semi arid countries can store 
In different Basins around the world

Days

River Basin 



Report on India by World Bank 2005 

Number of Days of Overflow that can be 
stored  in a basin in India at the present 
level of Development



The Basinwise Per Capita Water Availability is varying and this also needs 
To form the basis for planning future actions….
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GROWING WATER SCARCITY IN RIVER BASINS



Can long distance water transfer be a 
solution for pressing future demands?
• India in its present setting have some basins with 

surplus water in monsoon months; there are  many 
closed basins with scarcity situation

• India has limited lands for agriculture; more value for 
agricultural water  is a recognition and intensive 
irrigation is being encouraged

• Long distance water transfer is likely to be of high 
value to ensure water and food security but many 
unresolved issues need study

• Benefit sharing than water sharing ushering in a new 
era?







The new links
Are likely be 
Benefit drought
Prone or desert 
Areas with an
Acute water
Need for
Different uses
Including 
Drinking and 
Sanitation,
Industry and
agriculture

Long Distance
Inter Basin Water
Transfer : India



Current Debate: Options?

• Can Better Water Management and efficiency 
improvement provide additional Water for 
irrigated agriculture?

• Can long distance water transfer be deferred 
for a later date? 

• Long term Investment needs?

• Can food security be coupled with other 
objectives



Immediate Action Plan
– Bridge the Yield Gap Movement
– Strengthen the rural infrastructure particularly in 

the area of post-harvest technology including 
processing, storage, value-addition and marketing

– Highest priority to providing small farm families 
with opportunities for assured and remunerative 
marketing at the time of harvest; small farmers 
are more concerned with present trading than 
futures’ trading

– Doha Round of Negotiations in WTO for 
promoting free and fair trade be sensitive to 
protect poor farmers in developing countries



Chalking out a 
Long Term Action Plan  

• Taking on board the Global Climate Change 
related issues

• Specific Missions constituted under the 
National Action Plan on Climate Change 
constituted by PM on 30 June 2008 to address 
many sub components. Inter-alia, this includes
– (i) Water,  (ii)Sustainable Agriculture (iii) Enhanced 

Energy Efficiency (iv) Sustainable Himalayan 
Systems  (v) Green India ….



The role of Himalayan Water 
Tower

• The looming impact of Global Climate Change 
threatens the river flows after a few decades, 
though it might be an enhaced flows in the 
coming years

• This is a big challenge for rabi cropping in the 
entire catchment where wheat is the main 
crop



Himalayan Glacier melt can impact a 
near billion people ?

Indus

Population: 
200 millions

GMS
Population: 
300 millions

GBM
Population: 
400 millions



The inevitable need for Storage

• Doubling Food production from Irrigated 
Agriculture will be possible only if there is 
enough storage reserves in India

• Long distance water transfers will help to bring 
in about 35 million hectares under irrigation 
where water is the constraining factor

• Both managerial efficiency improvement (more 
crop less drop) and long distance water transfer 
will need significant investment



Indian Agriculture shapes & 
reshapes

• The inadequate investment in the past had 
led to a slackening decade on agricultural 
front affecting  water resources sector and  
irrigation; it needs some reshaping

• Slow Reforms and issues of governance have 
close linkages with cost recovery, more 
allocations for O&M and rehab etc. 

• Way forward?



Declining Spending on Agriculture 
after adjusting for Direct Subsidies

Can direct subsidy to ensure the poor’s food security enable Sustainable 
delivery of production targets? How to readjust investments? Issues? 



Planning for the Future

• Major Governance Changes to ensure 
sustainability

• Efficiency Improvement and bridging the gap 
in existing schemes 

• Reforms in Irrigation Sector: PIM and Water 
Users’ Association

• Corporate Farming? How one encourage 
consolidation of small holdings, protecting 
farmers’ welfare?

• Inter Basin water Transfer



Indian Agric / Warer Policies are 
dynamic: Can it  reshape? 

• Not without problems! Farmers’ suicide? Does the Indian 
large scale irrigation and the Green Revolution was helping 
only the large scale rich farmers?

• Can poor farmers get market opportunities and join the 
marketing chain? Benefit larger by food price increases?

• Can they be wooed towards the consolidation process by 
bringing in corporate farming and marketing chain? 

• Can such new measures enhance financing from private 
groups, banks and others?

• What are the new avenues for financing water services ?
• How best the twin objectives of welfare of the rural poor 

could be intertwined with wealth creation in the lowets 
rungs of the society?





Green Revolution & India Green Revolution & India 
Development is a matrix of major & minor:Development is a matrix of major & minor:

Major Medium ERM Total

Completed 228 917 87 1232

Ongoing 162 221 85 468

Sub-Total 390 1138 172 1700

Total 1528



Food grain production in India The recent 
trend - 2001-05
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Key Message: Falling Grain production; wheat imports ; Has a complacency set in?
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